NIW 2017
Suggestions for accommodations in Jerusalem

Jerusalem is a city full of tourists and visitors and there are plenty of hotels, B&Bs, guesthouses and hostels to accommodate your travel style. Following are our suggestions, but this list does not do justice to the many other options…

**Full-service hotels:**
* Dan Jerusalem Hotel – closest to campus.
* Dan Boutique Jerusalem
* Herbert Samuel Hotel
* American Colony Hotel
* Leonardo Plaza Hotel
* YMCA Three Arches Hotel
* Prima Hotels (4 locations)

**Boutique hotels:**
* Harmony
  [http://www.atlas.co.il/harmony-hotel-jerusalem/](http://www.atlas.co.il/harmony-hotel-jerusalem/)
* Arthur
  [http://www.atlas.co.il/arthur-jerusalem/](http://www.atlas.co.il/arthur-jerusalem/)
* Bezalel
  [http://www.atlas.co.il/bezalel-hotel-jerusalem/](http://www.atlas.co.il/bezalel-hotel-jerusalem/)
* Ben Hillel Hotel
* City Center Hotel
* Shamai Suites Hotel
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Hostels and guesthouses:
* Abraham Hostel…Which is considered the coolest place!
  https://abrahamhostels.com/jerusalem/
* St. Andrew Guesthouse
  http://scotsguesthouse.com/
* Beit Shmuel Guesthouse
* St. George’s Cathedral Pilgrim Guesthouse
  http://www.stgeorgesguesthouse.org/
* Smart Hotels Jerusalem Inn
  http://en.smarthotels.co.il/our-hotels/jerusalem-inn/
* Post Hostel Jerusalem
  http://theposthostel.com/

…and many more, of all types and price categories, in East- and West Jerusalem.